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Introduction
C-130J preTOLD™ delivers fast, accurate Takeoff and Landing Data (TOLD) calculations for
PC (Windows®) and iPad (iOS®) that saves time, enhances situational awareness, and
improves flight safety. It takes the TOLD planning capability of the Mission Computer
(MC TOLD) off the flight deck and into the hands of crew members. C-130J preTOLD is a
powerful stand-alone tool that adds pinpoint accuracy and confidence to preflight
mission planning, enables continuous crew training without a sim or aircraft, and
unleashes the full performance of the C-130J every day.
This Quick Reference Guide (QRG) provides general guidance on the features and
functionality of C‒130J preTOLD™ for iPad for all variants.

Features & Benefits

Version:
Source:

2.4.4 (February 2018)
Block 6.X (customized with

CSTO data for specific operator configurations)

THIS PRODUCT IS FOR
INITIAL PLANNING
PURPOSES ONLY.
FINAL MISSION PLANNING SHALL BE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS AND/OR MISSION
COMPUTER.
Please see Terms of Use on pages 13 & 14.

 Complete TOLD planning to save time and reduce
workload
 Eliminate manual calculations and expensive trips to
aircraft
 Maximize payload with precise gross weight
limitations
 Rapidly evaluate multiple runways and "what-if"
scenarios
 Manage brake energy and minimize time-on-ground
 Save and recall input scenarios to update in realtime
 Generate complete TOLD Card and export for
distribution
 Enhance crew training with more hands-on TOLD
experience

Why preTOLD?







Designed and supported by technical experts
Approved by Lockheed Martin for mission planning
No network connectivity required
Deploy to existing hardware (iPad, PC, EFB devices)
Easy to learn and easy to use in current operations
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) acquisition, rapid
ROI
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Main View
Title Bar
(Page 4)

Aircraft
Selection
(Page 5)

Results
Panel
(Page 9)

Input
Panel
(Page 8)

Custom
Keypad
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Title Bar

Tap to show Scenarios List or Launch
Screen (Pages 6, 7)

Save current scenario to
Scenario List

Start new scenario by
clearing all inputs and
resetting to default values

Display of
scenario name

Open Quick-Turn Brake Energy
Tool (Page 12)

Open TOLD Card View (Pages
10, 11)
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Aircraft Selection
To set Default Aircraft Model,
select desired model, toggle
“Make Selection Default?”
and tap “Save.”

Scroll and select desired C-130J
model.
Tap “Save” to dismiss and
selection is listed under
“Aircraft” on Input Panel.
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Scenarios List

All saved scenarios are listed
in chronological order.
Tap “Edit” or swipe left on
scenario name to delete.
Swipe from left
edge to show
Scenarios List

Tap gear icon to show launch
screen with app version, data
source, and terms of use.

Tap book icon to show user
manual within app.
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Launch Screen
Launch Screen showing
abbreviated End User
License Agreement, app
version, and data source.
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Input Panel
All text boxes allow standard
copy/paste/select all functionality.
Tap text box to select and reveal Keypad.
Green border indicates selected text box.
(Use “NEXT” and “PREV” keys to step through
text boxes)
Toggle to set either Field Elevation or Pressure
Altitude. The other parameter is computed
based on Altimeter Setting.
(Default = Field Elevation)
Scroll to view and enter all input parameters,
or use “Prev” and “Next” buttons on Keypad.

Warning icon appears when entry is invalid.
Tap icon to show the valid input range.

Gradient entries are linked such that 3 ENG is
48 ft/NM less than 4 ENG. Select and change 3
ENG manually to unlink.

Linked when
difference is 48
ft/NM.
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Results Panel
Landing

Takeoff
Toggle between
Takeoff or Landing
results.
Double tap to jump
to top of results.
Shortcuts to
headings within
results.
Indicator for
calculations in
progress
Scroll to view all
calculation results.
Results are
displayed when all
required inputs are
entered and valid.
Keypad hides upon
selection or
scrolling of Results
Panel.
Maximum Gross
Weight turns RED
when exceeded.
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
TOLD Card View

Tap to enter
filename and
export complete
TOLD Card in PDF
format to other
apps on device.
Tap or swipe from
left edge to return
to Main View

Tap to switch between white
or black background
(Day/Night Mode)

Scroll to view entire 1-page
TOLD Card
Tap individual boxes to zoom in
foreground
(See next page)
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
TOLD Card View (Zoom)

Tap to switch between white
or black background
(Day/Night Mode)

Tap anywhere to return
to full TOLD Card View
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C-130J preTOLD™ for iPad
Quick-Turn Brake Energy Tool
Parameters for subsequent
Takeoff are taken from Main
Input Panel and assumes
maximum performance
braking from VREF to full
stop.

Set parameters
for Landing here.

EXAMPLE based on the listed landing
configuration and partial braking
entries (121 KIAS brake application, 60
KIAS brake release):
Cumulative Brake Energy for partial
braked landing and subsequent
aborted takeoff is 23.7 Mft-lb (per
brake).
To keep cumulative brake energy
below DANGER-IV Zone (23.5 Mft-lb)
requires a 3 minute waiting time on
the ground.
Alternatively, to eliminate the waiting
time, requires brake release at 62 KIAS
during landing rollout.

This Tool computes landing brake
energy resulting from partial
braking and total brake energy
accumulated during a landing and
subsequent aborted takeoff from
the same runway.

Minimum Waiting Time
between landing and takeoff
to limit cumulative brake
energy to listed Zone
Brake Release Speed
required for NO WAIT
between landing and takeoff
to limit cumulative brake
energy to listed Zone

Partial braking during landing
invalidates scheduled landing
ground run distances. This Tool
does not account for extended
landing ground run distance
resulting from partial braking – it
assists with the safe management
of brake energy only.
© 2018 Elite Electronic Engineering, Inc.
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Terms of Use (1 of 2)
By installing and/or using the Licensed Application, End User agrees to all the terms set forth herein:
This C-130J preTOLD™ End User License Agreement (the “Agreement”) is between the End User Organization (“End
User”) and Elite Electronic Engineering, Inc. (“Elite”) and governs the use of Elite’s C-130J preTOLD™ mobile
application for iOS (the “Licensed Application”).
1.

Parties to the Agreement. This Agreement is between End User and Elite only, not Apple, Inc. (“Apple”). Elite,
not Apple, is solely responsible for the Licensed Application and its content. Although Apple is not a party to
this Agreement, Apple has the right to enforce this Agreement against End User as a third party beneficiary
relating to End User’s use of the Licensed Application.

2.

Scope of License. Elite grants End User a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the Licensed
Application for advisory flight planning purposes related to End User’s C-130 aircraft. The Licensed
Application may only be distributed to and used by direct employees of End User on an iPad or other Apple
device as permitted by the Apple App Store Terms of Service. End User agrees not to copy, modify, extract,
combine, decompile, or reverse-engineer the Licensed Application for any purpose.

3.

Maintenance and Support. Elite, not Apple, agrees to maintain and support the Licensed Application as
agreed separately between End User and Elite.

4.

Warranty. Except as provided in this provision, THE LICENSED APPLICATION IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. Elite warrants that (i) functionality of the
Licensed Application will not be materially decreased during the License Period, and (ii) the Licensed
Application will be free of viruses, Trojan horses, worms, spyware, or other such malicious code (“Malicious
Code”), except for any Malicious Code contained in End User-uploaded attachments or otherwise originating
from End User. In the event of any failure of the Licensed Application to conform to the applicable warranty,
End User may notify Apple, and Apple will refund the purchase price for the Licensed Application to End User.
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Apple will have no other warranty obligation
whatsoever with respect to the Licensed Application.

5.

Product Claims. Any information and/or flight planning data provided by the Licensed Application is intended
for advisory purposes only. End User acknowledges and agrees that the Licensed Application is not a
replacement for approved technical publications and procedures and that final flight planning shall be in
accordance with aircraft technical publications and/or onboard Mission Computer. To the extent End User
has any claim arising from or relating to the use of the License Application, Elite, not Apple, is responsible for
addressing any such claims, which may include, but are not limited to: (i) any product liability claim; and (ii)
any claim that the Licensed Application fails to conform to any applicable legal or regulatory requirement.
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed an admission that End User may have such claims.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Terms of Use (2 of 2)
6.

Intellectual Property Rights. Elite retains all intellectual property rights related to the Licensed Application as
its sole owner and copyright holder. The Licensed Application is Restricted Computer Software per FAR
Subpart 27.4 and is delivered with Restricted Rights per FAR 52.227-14. Elite represents and warrants that
none of the intellectual property included in the Licensed Application delivered to End User hereunder will
infringe upon any third party intellectual property rights. Elite shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless End
User and its affiliates, as well as their respective directors, officers, employees, trustees and agents
(collectively, the “Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all liabilities, damages, losses and expenses,
including attorneys’ fees incurred by the Indemnified Parties as a result of claims that the Licensed
Application infringes any United States or foreign patent, trademark, copyright, or any other third party
intellectual property right. End User agrees to notify Elite after receiving written notice of a claim of
infringement and to provide Elite with reasonable assistance, information, and authority to perform its
indemnification duties. Elite shall have sole control of the defense and all related settlement negotiations. In
the event a third party claim of infringement regarding any portion of the Licensed Application itself is made
against either of the parties, Elite, at its option and expense, shall either: (i) secure for End User the right to
continue to use the third party’s intellectual property within the Licensed Application; (ii) replace or modify
the Licensed Application so that there is no infringement on the third party’s intellectual property right as to
such item; or (iii) refund the purchase price of the Licensed Application if (i) and (ii) are not commercially
reasonable. Elite and End User acknowledge that Apple bears no responsibility whatsoever for the
investigation, defense, settlement and discharge of any such third party intellectual property claim.

7.

Legal and Export Compliance. End User represents and warrants that it is (i) not located in a country that is
subject to a U.S. Government embargo, or that has been designated by the U.S. Government as a "terrorist
supporting" country; and (ii) not listed on any U.S. Government list of prohibited or restricted parties. Elite
and End User acknowledge that the Licensed Application is subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department
of State in accordance with the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), 22 CFR 120 through 130, and
is designated as technical data under Category VIII(i) of the United States Munitions List (USML). An export
license or other approval is required prior to disclosure of the Licensed Application to foreign persons. Elite
and End User agree to comply with all applicable United States of America export control laws and
regulations, including but not limited to the requirements of Arms Export Control Act, 22 U.S.C. 2751-2794,
including the ITAR, 22 CFR 120 et seq,; the Export Administration Act, 50 U.S.C. App. 2401-2420, including the
Export Administration Regulations, 15 CFR 730-774; and the requirement for obtaining an export license or
agreement.

8.

Developer Name and Address. The Licensed Application developer is Elite Electronic Engineering, Inc., 1516
Centre Circle, Downers Grove, IL USA 60515. Please direct any questions, complaints, suggestions, or claims
with respect to the Licensed Application to (630) 495-9770 ext 111 or khalpin@elitetest.com.

9.

Additional Conditions. Elite’s responsibilities to deliver, maintain, support, and warranty the Licensed
Application under this Agreement are contingent upon the enrollment of End User in the Apple Volume
Purchase Program (VPP) within 30 days of the execution of this Agreement.

10.

Additional Conditions for Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company. Employees of Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics Company (“LM-Aero”) are subject to additional terms and conditions in a Pre-Existing License
Agreement, signed 1 June 2015. In the event of a conflict between this Agreement and the Pre-Existing
License Agreement, the Pre-Existing License Agreement shall take precedence. Please contact the Developer
for the full text of the Pre-Existing Agreement.
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Questions?
Contact our Team Lead for
Aviation Software & Services
Kevin Halpin
Project Engineer, Aviation Software & Services
khalpin@elitetest.com | +1 (630) 495-9770 x 111
www.elitetest.com/aviation-software
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